Dear Young ESPID members,
We hope you are all doing very well and would like to take this opportunity to update you
on the progress of various ESPID activities relevant to Young ESPID.
1. Young ESPID elections:
a) New Young ESPID board representative
Robin Marlow’s term as Young ESPID board representative is coming to an end in May 2020 and his
post is now open for applications. ALL young ESPID members will have an opportunity to apply
(please note that YE representatives from other committees can also apply). If you are interested in
applying for this very stimulating task and become part of the ESPID board, please send us a short
biography followed by a few words explaining why you believe you should be chosen
to admin@espid.org. Once the deadline for application has ended, YE representatives in all the
committees and the board will assess the applications and will need final approval by the ESPID
board to appoint the new YE representative. Candidates need to have a minimum of 7 good standing
points to be considered.
Deadline: …
b) Young ESPID representative in the Research Networking Committee
Robindra Basu Roy’s term as Young ESPID representative is coming to an end in May 2020. His post
is now open for applications. ALL young ESPID members will have an opportunity to apply. If you are
interested in applying for this very stimulating task and become part of the ESPID board, please send
us a short biography followed by a few words explaining why you believe you should be chosen for
this role at admin@espid.org. Once the deadline for application has ended, YE representatives in all
the committees and the board will assess the applications and will need final approval by the ESPID
board to appoint the new YE representative. Candidates need to have a minimum of 7 good standing
points to be considered.
Deadline: …
c) Young ESPID representative in the Committee for Scientific Affairs and Awards
Zoe Dorothea Pana’s term as Young ESPID representative is coming to an end in May 2020. Her post
is now open for applications. ALL young ESPID members will have an opportunity to apply. If you are
interested in applying for this very stimulating task and become part of the ESPID board, please send
us a short biography followed by a few words explaining why you believe you should be chosen for
this role at admin@espid.org. Once the deadline for application has ended, YE representatives in all
the committees and the board will assess the applications and will need final approval by the ESPID
board to appoint the new YE representative. Candidates need to have a minimum of 7 good standing
points to be considered.
Deadline:…
d) Young ESPID representative in the Committee of Education
Christina Karastathi’s term as Young ESPID representative is coming to an end in May 2020. Her post
is now open for applications. ALL young ESPID members will have an opportunity to apply. If you are
interested in applying for this very stimulating task and become part of the ESPID board, please send
us a short biography followed by a few words explaining why you believe you should be chosen for

this role at admin@espid.org. Once the deadline for application has ended, YE representatives in all
the committees and the board will assess the applications and will need final approval by the ESPID
board to appoint the new YE representative. Candidates need to have a minimum of 7 good standing
points to be considered.
Deadline:…

